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Auction 
Lot #

Description. Catagory Starting 
Price

Closing 
time

1 An 18th c. Passementrie star pattern button.  Gold & silver bullion thread 
over red & green foil with gold floss & wire to show a 5 pointed star, NBS 
medium (1  1/8”)

18th c. Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

2 An 18th c. reverse-painted under glass stripes button.  Reverse-painted on 
the inside of the glass with foil or worked metal background set in metal, 
some wear marks on the glass, NBS large (1  7/16”) 

18th c. Buttons $75.00 7:30PM

3 A 19th c. ? peasant silver “pityke” musical button.  This silver button was 
most likely worn by a Hungarian man on his traditional dress, (Hungarian - 
the area includes neighbouring regions such as Slovakia that were part of 
the Austro-Hungarian empire in the 19th century) it has a bell sound when 
shaken, back mark: T. BESSE SIMON ?, similar buttons shown in Jane 
Perry’s book: A Collector’s Guide to Peasant Silver Buttons, p. 72, NBS 
medium (1  3/16” X 1  3/8”)

Silver Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

4 An 18th c. courting couple button.  Very detailed painting on ivory under 
glass set in an early 19th c. setting of metal with open worked brass border, 
NBS medium (1  3/16”)

People Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

5 Scarce 19th c. caramel glass button of an 18th c. couple.  He is courting a 
sheep herded, caramel glass with semi-transparent brown enamel, NBS 
large (1  1/4”)

Glass buttons $45.00 7:30PM

6 Greek God Ammon ? ivoroid button.  Ammon was the protector depicted 
with the horns of a ram, Ammon was adopted by the Greeks as an epithet of 
Zeus and later incorporated by the Romans as Jupiter. Tinted ivoroid (single 
sheet of pressed celluloid) set in stamped, tinted brass with openwork, NBS 
large (1  5/16”)

People Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

7 Native American warrior on horseback scarce horn button.    BBB p.321 #9  
titled: “Indian rider attacked by a cougar”, molded horn, NBS large (1  3/8”)

People Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

8 Liberty & Co. silver & gemstone heart button.  Hallmarked silver: Liberty & 
Co. Cymric from Birmingham 1903, NBS medium (1  1/16”)

Silver Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

9 Large lacy glass button with unusual design.  Late 19th c. to early 20th c. 
Lacy glass is pressed glass with a lacy patter in fine detail and paint applied 
to the back and a 4-way box shank. This is an unusual design of four 
u=intersecting circular bands with dotted centers, 

Glass buttons $45.00 7:30PM

10 Vintage extra-large triangular design button.  Applied chrome design with 
faceted cut-steels  & a brass escutcheon flower in the center over grey 
plastic, Arts & Crafts period most likely, NBS large (2”) 

Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$45.00 7:30PM

11  Art Nouveau enamel bearded iris button.  This button has an unusual shape 
with an interrupted floral border with the flower rising out of the design, 
gilded brass with matte enamel, NBS medium ( 1” H)

Enamel Buttons $35.00 7:30PM

12 Porcelain cherub blowing a horn button.  This little musician is flying among 
the clouds, transfer on porcelain, back mark: DEOPSÉ, NBS large (1  9/16”)

Ceramic Buttons $35.00 7:00PM

13 A 19th c. sporting running fox pearl button.  Incised and inked thick ocean 
pearl with a heavy metal loop shank, buttons like these were worn on 
hunting jackets in England, NBS medium (1  1/8”)

Sporting Buttons $35.00 7:00PM

14 A 19th c. large pearl with leaves & enamel button.  Carved iridescent grey 
pearl with tinted brass leaves, dots and black enamel OME, NBS large (1  
1/4”)  

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$35.00 7:00PM

15 Large silvered musical instruments button.  Six musical instruments among 
acorn leaves, stamped & silvered brass, NBS large ( 1  7/16”)

Object Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

16 Ebony & ivory elephant buttons.  Two carved elephants, ivory has a painted 
eye and the ebony has an inlaid ivory eye, both in a modified square shape, 
ivory: NBS medium (1  1/8”) ebony: NBS large (1  3/8”)

Animal Buttons $45.00 7:00PM
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17 An 18th c. lacquered finish iron mourning button.  The new BBB calls 
buttons like this “rare survivals”, the urn symbolizes death as the final 
partition separating the living from the dead as well as the return of the body 
to ashes, leading to the soul’s rebirth in the next realm. The weeping willow 
represents the tears, grief and sadness associated with the death of a loved 
one. NBS large (1  1/2”)

18th c. Buttons $100.00 7:30PM

18 An 18th c. copper sporting button.  Rare hand chased copper sporting 
scene of a hound attacking a stag. NBS large (1  1/4”)  

18th c. Buttons $75.00 7:30PM

19 An 18th c. gilded & chased copper button.  Engraved wavy lines design with 
a heavily chased scroll border, all of the gilding is still in tact!, NBS large (1  
7/16”)

18th c. Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

20 An 18th c. copper plant life button.  Delicately chased plant life design with 
a wavy line border, NBS medium (1  1/8”)

18th c. Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

21 An 18th c. Tombac horse & hound button.  Chased hound running ahead of 
a bridled horse.  Tombac is a brass alloy with  zinc and a high copper 
content. Tin, lead or arsenic may have been added for coloration. NBS 
medium (15/16”)

18th c. Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

22 An 18th c. copper sporting button.  Rare hand chased copper sporting 
scene of a hound chasing a deer. NBS large (1  1/4”) 

18th c. Buttons $75.00 7:30PM

23 An 18th c. Tombac sporting bird button.  Chased sporting bird standing on 
ground.  Tombac is a brass alloy with  zinc and a high copper content. Tin, 
lead or arsenic may have been added for coloration. NBS medium (1  1/8”)

18th c. Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

24 An 18th c. Tombac feathers button.  Three chased feathers for your objects 
competition.  Tombac is a brass alloy with  zinc and a high copper content. 
Tin, lead or arsenic may have been added for coloration. NBS medium (1  
1/16”) 

18th c. Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

25 An unusual ivoiroid “tight top” couple button.  A man pushing his sweetheart 
on a swing in Victorian clothing, thin stamped & tinted celluloid stretched 
over and fastened into a metal button form, NBS (1  5/6”)

People Buttons $35.00 7:30PM

26 Scarce 19th c. fighting roosters ivoroid button.  In BBB p.355 #7 - “Two 
cocks fighting in a barnyard”,  stamped & tinted ivoroid - thin celluloid held 
to a piece of flat brass with brass nailhead rivets around the border, NBS 
large (1  1/2”)

Animal Buttons $75.00 7:30PM

27 Fabric & Ivoiroid Flora & the hind button.  Fabric mounted in metal with 
ivoroid OME, BBB p. 479 #11, inspired by the story of the enchanted hind 
who became a princess at night time, NBS large (1  5/16”)

People Buttons $35.00 7:00PM

28 Extra-large pyrography wood button.  Wood with turn over pattern 
pyrography, signed on back: stock 308, NBS large (2  5/8”)

Wood Buttons $35.00 7:00PM

29 Black glass Egyptians button by Francois Hugo.  Black glass with a tinted 
white metal insert  of Egyptian figures, the glass is set in/on metal, made for 
Paris couture designer Elsa Schiaparelli, c. mid 1900’s, NBS medium (1  
1/16”) 

Black Glass 
buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

30 Enamel with foil button by Francois Hugo.  Clear enamel over textured foil 
with a pate-sur-pate type center, made for Paris couture designer Elsa 
Schiaparelli, c. mid 1900’s, in Loic Allio’s book: BOUTONS p.159, NBS 
medium (1  1/16”)

Enamel Buttons $35.00 7:00PM

31 An 18th c. Boulton steel button.  Faceted cut-steel on steel made by the 
manufacturer Matthew Bolton of Birmingham England in the mid-late 18th 
c., NBS large (1  7/16”)

18th c. Buttons $35.00 7:00PM

32 An 18th c. Boulton steel button with openwork.  Faceted cut-steel with 
openwork steel made by the manufacturer Matthew Bolton of Birmingham 
England in the mid-late 18th c., NBS large (1  1/2”)

18th c. Buttons $35.00 7:00PM

33 An 18th c. chased copper button.  Engraved wavy lines design with a 
heavily chased center & border, note back repair, NBS large (1  7/16”)

18th c. Buttons $35.00 7:00PM
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34 An 18th c. chased copper button.  Engraved & chased design of 6 circles 
with a chased border, NBS large (1  7/16”)

18th c. Buttons $35.00 7:00PM

35 Transitional gilded metal star button. Late 18thc. - early 19th c. stamped & 
gilded metal, a 5-pointed star with other design elements, NBS medium (1  
3/16”)

18th c. Buttons $35.00 7:00PM

36 Original store card of china buttons.  Haute Nouveauté Paris store card of 24 
2-hole china “flower” buttons made at the Bapterosses factory in Briare, 
France, card: 3 1/16” X 4 15/16”) buttons: NBS small (7/16”)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

37 Golem studio pomegranates ceramic button.   Stoneware by Vladislav 
Ivanov and Kremena Ivanova from the Golem Design Studio in Bulgaria, 
modified square shape, NBS large (1  7/8” corner to corner)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

38 Vintage Galalith with red glass OME button.  Galalith like Casein of the 
period, is a synthetic plastic material manufactured by the interaction of 
casein and formaldehyde, self shank, NBS large (1  3/4”)

Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

39 Large watch crystal eagle button.  Clear glass wafer with cut-out & tooled 
floil with black painted pitch underneath, signed: JH 11/71, NBS large (1  
11/16”)

Glass buttons $25.00 6:30PM

40 Late 18th c. - early 19th c. jewel button.  Green glass with pastes set in 
silver, the green brilliance does not show well in pictures, NBS medium (1  
3/16”) 

18th c. Buttons $45.00 6:30PM

41 Catalina Island pottery button.  Pre - Gladding McBean ownership 
(c.1920-30), Catalina Pottery (or Catalina Island Pottery) is the commonly 
used name for Catalina Clay Products, a division of the Santa Catalina 
Island Company of California, modified rectangle shape, NBS large (1  1/2” 
corner-to-corner)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

42 Enamel on silver Dog’s tooth violets button.  Stunning & painterly enamel on 
Hallmarked silver (Birmingham 1907, maker: R.C), NBS medium (1  1/16”)

Enamel Buttons $45.00 6:30PM

43 Painting under glass of a 17th c. man button.  A detailed portrait painting in 
sepia tones on natural material under glass with paste border set in gilded 
metal, c. 19th c. ?, NBS medium (1”) 

People Buttons $45.00 6:30PM

44 Brass three heads button.  Buttons made by "Worldly Goods" started in 
1990. Most buttons have the "WG" back-mark on the back, like this one. 
They made these buttons using the age-old process of wax casting, NBS 
medium (1  3/16”)

People Buttons $20.00 6:00PM

45 An 18th c. shell, glass & paste button.  Carved ocean pearl with a faceted 
cobalt glass center & pastes “glued on” with the typical wax of the period, 
NBS medium (1  1/16”)

18th c. Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

46 A 19th c. lithograph woman with paste border button.  Lithograph under 
glass portrait of an 18th c. woman with paste border set in brass, NBS 
medium (1  3/16”)

People Buttons $20.00 6:00PM

47 Scotsman celluloid in metal button.  The cutest Scotsman wearing his kilt & 
carrying an umbrella & book, domed celluloid with painted transfer set in 
brass, NBS small (3/4”) 

People Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

48 Dutch couple celluloid in metal button.  This button appears to be reverse 
painted celluloid set in white metal, NBS medium (7/8”)

People Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

49 Hallmarked silver cherub among flowers button.  Pierced Hallmarked silver 
(Chester 1900 maker; N & H), NBS medium (1”)

Silver Buttons $20.00 6:00PM

50 An 18th c. Hallmarked silver collar buttons.  When linked collar buttons of 
this general kind were worn in many places in Europe, including Germany, 
Italy, France and Spain as well as the Netherlands, note unusual Hallmark. 
Buttons: NBS medium (3/4”) link: (1  3/8”)

Silver Buttons $20.00 6:00PM

51 Italian micro mosaic flowers button.  20th c. glass micro mosaic in a typical 
Italian target of flowers design set in gilded brass, NBS medium (7/8”)

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$20.00 6:00PM
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52 Oval gemstone flowers button.  Carved rose quartz gemstone with open 
work set in brass, Asian origin ?, note condition one bottom edge of 
gemstone, NBS large (3/16”)

Gemstone Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

53 Ceramic flowers button.  Ceramic is either porcelain or china (you can see 
the kiln marks around the shank, which is similar to china buttons) with a 
transfer of flowers, NBS medium (1  1/16”)

Ceramic Buttons $20.00 6:00PM

54 A 19th c. Cheshire jewel waistcoat button.  #18 Cheshire jewel, pink & white 
glass inset in brass, NBS small ( 9/16” )

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$25.00 6:00PM

55 Extra-large wood horse head button.  Vintage carved & painted wood with 
glass eye & leather bridle, NBS large (3  5/8” H)

Animal Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

56 Leather Native American chief button.  Resin sculpted face, painted & tooled 
leather with real feathers, self shank, NBS large (3” H)

People Buttons $35.00 7:30PM

57 Extra-large rooster head button.  Stamped brass with faceted cut-steel 
OME, similar to the button in BBB p. 353 #4, (2”)

Animal Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

58 Extra-large Minerva button.  Stamped 2-piece brass with faceted cut-steel 
OME, NBS large (2”)

Mythological 
Buttons

$35.00 7:30PM

59 Celluloid imitation wood flowers button.  Vintage celluloid, made to look like 
carved teak wood, modified rectangular shape, NBS large (2  3/4” corner-to-
corner)

Plant Life Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

60 Vintage copper Art Deco face button.  Hand tooled copper funky face, net 
condition, NBS large (1  7/8” H)   

People Buttons $20.00 7:30PM

61 Lacquered flowers button in a scalloped shape.  Lacquer buttons are made 
from an art form known as Papier-Mache, a type of cmaterial that is made 
from layers of glued paper boiled in linseed oil, hand painted and then 
carefully dried and primed. NBS large (2  3/8” H)

Plant Life Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

62 Large brass head of Mercury button.  Mercury (Hermes) is the god of 
financial gain, commerce, eloquence, messages, communication (including 
divination), travelers, boundaries, luck, trickery, and thieves; he also serves 
as the guide of souls to the underworld. Stamped & tinted 2-piece brass, 
NBS large (1  5/8”)

Mythological 
Buttons

$35.00 7:30PM

63 A 19th c. steel cornucopia with wood border button.  Faceted & tinted cut-
steel cornucopia & dotes with a tooled wallpaper background and a border 
of carved wood beads, set in white metal, NBS large (1  9/16”)

Object Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

64 Porcelain Asian wallpaper button.  Transfer on porcelain Asian wallpaper 
pattern set in metal, dome shape, NBS large (1  1/2”)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

65 Riveted “passementerie” black glass button.  The faceted matte black glass 
pieces are attached to a metal back, NBS large (1  11/16”)   

Black Glass 
buttons

$20.00 7:30PM

66 Jasperware Mythological scene button.  Ceramic bisque Jasperware by 
Marie Lebar-Bennett, an unusual color of Jasperware, signed: MB, NBS 
large (2")

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

67 Wood button with lovebirds in a horseshoe.  Stamped & tinted brass 
lovebirds, horseshoe & wallpaper inner borders in wood, NBS large (2”)

Animal Buttons $35.00 7:30PM

68 Huge Asian dragon head buckle.  An impressive belt buckle made from 
forged metal that has been gilded & silvered, NBS large (3  1/2” X  2”)

Vintage Buckles $45.00 7:30PM

69 Very old Coral Mandarin hat button.  A mid - late 19th c. Qing Dynasty 
antique Chinese woven, coral seed bead hat button with “shank” that 
screws in to attach to the hat. It was worn during formal court ceremonies 
on an official's hat (Qingdai guanmao). The knob of the hat would identify 
the wearer's rank and coral signifies a second-rank official. NBS medium 
(15/16” X 15/16”)  

Gemstone Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

70 Vintage enamel Art Deco buckle closing.  Wild Art Deco design of enamel 
over tooled white metal in matching pentagon shaped halves, surface has 
some wear, NBS large (3” W)

Vintage Buckles $25.00 7:00PM
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71 Bethlehem pearl & abalone dove of peace button.  Carved mother-of-pearl 
with abalone inlay, made in Bethlehem, note condition of inlay, original 
sticker on the back, NBS large (1  5/8”)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

72 Enamel Motiwala Saint Nicholas button.  Transfer on enamel set in silver, 
made by Bagwan Motiwala of Bombay, India, c.1950’s, NBS large (1  3/8”) 

Enamel Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

73 Enamel Christmas Greetings button.  Verbal “Christmas Greetings, with best 
wishes for your happiness in the new year”, Transfer on enamel set in silver, 
made by Bagwan Motiwala of Bombay, India, c.1950’s, NBS medium (3/4”)

Enamel Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

74 Transfer on porcelain Grecian woman button.  Transfer with gold set in silver, 
this button is similar to Liverpool porcelain buttons in it’s technique, NBS 
large (1  1/4”)

Ceramic Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

75 Tintype photograph button of a woman.  A tintype is a photograph made by 
creating a direct positive on a thin sheet of metal coated with a dark lacquer 
or enamel and used as the support for the photographic emulsion, the 
subject had to sit unmoving for a very long time during the exposure, set in 
metal with a painted metal rim, note crazing on surface, NBS large (1  1/2”)

People Buttons $20.00 7:00PM

76 Porcelain Marie Antoinette ? button.  Transfer on porcelain set in stamped 
brass of the famed Queen of France, or a look alike, NBS large (1  1/2”)

People Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

77 Count Fersen lithograph button.  Lithograph set in metal with an imitation 
gemstone celluloid and white metal inner borders. He was a Swedish count, 
Marshal of the Realm of Sweden and a friend or lover of Marie Antoinette 
the famed Queen of France, NBS large (1  7/16”)

People Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

78 Vintage Franklin D. Roosevelt Rarig paperweight button.  Clear glass 
paperweight with a sulphide inside of this US president, back painted black 
for contrast, made by Theresa Rarig, c.1950 - 60’s, NBS large (1  5/8”)

Glass buttons $20.00 7:00PM

79 Glass paperweight flower button.  Torch worked glass button made by 
Dorothy Hansen ? of Michigan, c.1970’s, NBS medium (7/8”)

Glass buttons $20.00 7:00PM

80 Peking glass ducks swimming button.  Peking glass is an overlay carved 
glass created by layering material around a core, similar to cameo glass. 
Peking glass originated in 18th century China during the rule of the  Qing 
Dynasty in China. This button is a more contemporary 20th century 
example. NBS large (1  5/16”)

Glass buttons $45.00 7:00PM

81 Cherub watch crystal button.  Watch crystal by Theodore J. Gates, signed 
TJG, a watch crystal is a clear glass wafer with printed cut-out paper, shell 
shards and black painted pitch underneath, NBS medium (3/4”)

Glass buttons $20.00 7:00PM

82 Oval porcelain cherub button.  Transfer on porcelain set in brass, a cherub 
emerging out of a cloud, NBS medium (1”)

Ceramic Buttons $20.00 7:00PM

83 A late 19th c. porcelain reapers button.  One of the buttons from a set of The 
Four Seasons, transfer printed on porcelain, NBS medium (7/8”)

Ceramic Buttons $20.00 7:00PM

84 Shibayama bird & flowers button.  Shibayama is an Asian art inlay technique 
used to decorate using a variety of carved natural materials of varying 
textures and colors, most often inlaid with gemstone, horn, shell and other 
materials, this one is inlaid in wood, NBS large (1  1/2”)

Animal Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

85 Satsuma button of Noblewomen conversing.  Japanese ceramic Satsuma 
button from the late 19th c. - early 20th c., note some wear, NBS medium (1  
3/16”)

Ceramic Buttons $35.00 7:00PM

86 Satsuma pagoda’s near water button.  Japanese ceramic Satsuma button 
from the 1950’s, made for export, NBS large (1  1/4”)

Ceramic Buttons $20.00 7:00PM

87 Old carved Chinese dragon button.  Intricately carved ivory with painted 
eyes, has a typical screwed in ivory shank, NBS medium (1  1/16”)

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

88 Grumpy carved frog button.  Carved & tinted natural material button with 
onyx eyes, carved on the back too, NBS large (1  1/2” H)

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00PM
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89 Cute carved rabbit button.  Carved & tinted natural material button with 
gemstone eyes, carved on the back too in the Netsuke style, NBS large (1  
14/15” L)

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

90 Carved Japanese woman button.  Carved & painted natural material button 
in a modified rectangular shape, Asian signature on back of the artist, NBS 
large (1  13/16” H)

Natural Material 
Buttons

$20.00 7:00PM

91 Carved monkey business button.  Monkey hear no evil, say no evil & see no 
evil, carved & tinted natural material button in a modified rectangular shape 
with openwork, NBS large (2  1/16” W) 

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

92 French reverse-painted castle button.  Late 19th c. reverse-painted castle, 
set in metal, back marked: Superior France, NBS medium (1”)

Architectural 
Buttons

$35.00 7:00PM

93 Surrealist plant life under glass button.  Reverse-painted plant life with fabric 
behind, set in brass, NBS medium (1  1/8”)

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

94 Gin-bari enamel wisteria button.  Late 19th c. - early 20th c., Japanese Gin-
bari enamel is a thin sheet of silver that has been tooled with cloisonné 
enamel over the top, stunning technique, note condition of top, NBS 
medium (7/8”)

Enamel Buttons $35.00 7:00PM

95 An 18th c. Stuart crystal breeches button. This little beauty is faceted crystal 
set in silver, worn on the breeches of men in the 18th c., NBS small (7/16”) 

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

96 Gemstone in filigree silver button.  Late 19th c. to early 20th c. Chinese 
button with intricate filigree work around the gemstone cabochon, NBS large 
(1  5/16”) 

Gemstone Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

97 Glass in white metal Persian ? button.  Stamped white metal (looks to be a 
Persian design ) with a green glass center, NBS large (1  3/16”)

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$20.00 7:00PM

98 Two older Native American silver buttons.  Scalloped & tooled silver, one 
with turquoise center, NBS large (w/turquoise - 1  1/8”) (other - 1  3/8”)

Silver Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

99 Two steel & brass buttons.  One is stamped steel with leaves border & floral 
brass cross design, the other a steel up with stamped brass & faceted cut-
steels, NBS large (1  1/4”)

Metal Buttons $20.00 7:00PM

100 Two horse & rider buttons.  One is a wood background set in brass with 
tinted brass jockey & trotter, NBS large (1  1/2”). The other is a cast white 
metal jockey racing a horse, NBS large (1  3/8”)

Sporting Buttons $20.00 7:00PM

101 Two buttons depicting golfers.  A woman and a man golfing, stamped & 
tinted white metal under a plastic sheet set in some type of composition-like 
material, back marked (see detail picture), NBS medium (1  3/16”)

Sporting Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

102 Japanese Shakudo crane button.  Sahkudo is a Japanese billon of gold & 
copper (typically 4–10% gold, 96–90% copper), one of the irogane class of 
colored metals, which can be treated to develop a black, or sometimes 
indigo, patina, resembling lacquer, in which gold, silver & copper metals are 
inlaid in to the metal base. This crane seems to be dancing under a tree, 
NBS medium (1  1/16”)

Animal Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

103 Esmerelda & her dancing goat button.  From The Hunchback of Notre Dame 
by Victor Hugo, silvered brass figures attached to a textured background, 
BBB p. 383 #5, NBS large (1  7/16”)

Story Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

104 Red riding hood & the wolf button.  BBB p. 465 #2, stamped & tinted brass 
set tinted brass, NBS large (1  1/2”)

Story Buttons $20.00 7:00PM

105 Hair pulling with hanging doll button.  Two little boys pulling each other’s hair 
fighting over a doll hanging from one of the chairs, BBB p. 461 #8, stamped 
& tined brass with a wood background, back mark: Geschutzt,  NBS large (1  
7/16”)  

Story Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

106 See-saw Jack picture button.  Inspired by Kate Greenway’s book Mother 
Goose, (“See-saw Jack in the hedge, which is the way to London Bridge?), 
pierced pewter design backed by a darkened metal liner with stamped brass 
rim, BBB p.455 #1, NBS large (1  9/16”)

Story Buttons $20.00 7:00PM
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107 Little girl holding an umbrella button.  A Victorian child dressed in clothing of 
the era, BBB p. 455 #5, lead pewter over a darkened metal background, 
NBS large (1  7/16”)

Story Buttons $20.00 7:00PM

108 Canio Pierrot clown head button.  Inspired by the Pierrot in the opera I 
Pagliacci by Leoncavallo, BBB p.391 #9, stamped & tinted brass, back 
marked by the Albert Parent & Co. of Paris, NBS large (1  7/16”)

Opera & Theater  
Buttons

$20.00 7:00PM

109 St. Cecilia at the organ button.  Scarce button, BBB p.569 #18, In the 
Middle Ages, Saint Cecilia became a very popular saint. She is remembered 
today as the patron of musicians, composers, instrument makers, and 
poets. There is a story that Saint Cecilia was said to have heard heavenly 
music inside her heart when she was forced to marry the pagan Valerian. 
Stamped & tinted brass over a darkened metal background, NBS large (1  
11/16”)

Story Buttons $20.00 7:00PM

110 French Fops button.  A French pre-revolution of the Incroyable and 
Merveilleuse wearing the outrageous excess of costume & coiffure of the 
aristocracy, 2-piece tinted stamped & engraved metal, BBB p.397 #20, NBS 
large (1  7/16”)

People Buttons $20.00 7:00PM

111 The Fox & the stork fable button.  Inspired by Aesop & Fontaine’s fable of 
having to go without food do to body differences, similar to: BBB p.371 #5, 
pressed & stained wood set in brass, NBS large (1  5/8”)

Story Buttons $20.00 7:00PM

112 An 18th c. repoussé flower wood back button.  BBB p. 177 #8, repoussé, 
method of decorating metals in which parts of the design are raised 
in relief from the back or the inside of the article by means of hammers and 
punches; definition and detail can then be added from the front 
by chasing or engraving. The name repoussé is derived from the 
French pousser, “to push forward.” This ancient technique, which has been 
used extensively throughout the history of metalworking, achieved 
widespread popularity in Europe during the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries, 
this one has a wood back with cat gut shank, NBS medium !1  1/16”)

Plant Life Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

113 Chinese carved cinnabar flowers button.  Early 20th c. red mercuric ore that 
was combined with lacquer, layered and then carved, NBS large (1  5/16”)   

Plant Life Buttons $20.00 7:00PM

114 Gay 90”s jewel button.  Stamped & tinted brass plant life with an oval 
faceted yellow glass center made to seem gem-like, NBS large (1  9/16”)

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

115 Square plique-a-jour dragonfly button.  Modern enamel plique-a-jour (a 
vitreous enamelling technique where the enamel is applied in cells, similar to 
cloisonné, but with no backing in the final product, so light can shine 
through the transparent or translucent enamel. NBS large (2  3/4” corner-to-
corner)

Enamel Buttons $20.00 7:00PM

116 Carved Asian crystal realistic rabbit button. Heavy carved crystal realistic 
rabbit button with painted eyes, NBS large (15/16” X 1 3/8”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

117 Carved Asian crystal yin-yang fish button. Heavy carved crystal realistic yin-
yang fish button with painted eyes, NBS  medium (1  3/16”)

Animal Buttons $20.00 7:00PM

118 Bethlehem pearl castle scene button.  Carved mother-of-pearl castle, clouds 
with people in front, made in Bethlehem, c. 1950’s, NBS large (1 1/2”)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$20.00 7:00PM

119 Cameo carved pearl woman’s head button.  Oval cameo carved ocean pearl 
made so that the head is the whiter part of the pearl set in silver, NBS 
medium (1" H)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$20.00 6:30PM

120 A 19th c. cameo carved woman in a scene button.  Cameo carved ocean 
pearl made so that the pearl is in two colors, prong set in brass with faceted 
cut-steels around the border, late 19th c., similar to button in BBB p.241 #6, 
note condition of pearl, NBS large (1  5/16”)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

121 A late 19th c. shell & steel button.  Lines of faceted cut-steels set on metal 
strips riveted to the carved shell, NBS large (1  5/16”)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM
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122 A late 19th c. pearl target & cross button.  Gilded brass laurel leaves in a 
target design with faceted cut-steel cross design over ocean pearl, NBS 
large (1  5/16”)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

123 Painted Ram on natural material button.  A hand painted ram standing in 
snow on what looks to be natural horn, NBS medium (1  1/16”)   

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

124 Cherubs holding a mirror button.  Late c. 1800’s, two cherubs holding a 
Devil mirror, BBB p. 449 #4, molded & dyed horn with a steel mirror, back 
marked: L.C.J. & F. CAEN, note condition, NBS large (1  5/16”)

Mythological 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

125 Sporting man & horse button.  The hunter appears to have fallen off of his 
horse while hunting, stamped brass, back marked: Extra Super Fine, NBS 
medium (1  1.8”)

Sporting Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

126 Sporting men on horseback button.  Two hunters on horseback conversing 
about where the fox ran off to, stamped brass, back marked: Extra Super 
Fine, NBS medium (1  1.8”)

Sporting Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

127 Vintage Sam Biern fabric flower button.  Fabric set in a brass cup with a 
stamped & tinted brass flower in the center, back marked: Sam Biern N.Y.C. 
Sam Biern started making buttons in 1933 and for 28 years his company, 
Sam Biern Inc. manufactured buttons, buckles, ornaments and costume 
jewelry in NYC. NBS large (1  1/2”) 

Plant Life Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

128 Vintage Native American beaded target button.  Beads sewn on leather in a 
cross and target design, self leather shank, NBS large (17/16”) 

Pattern Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

129 Vintage plaster Dutch shoe & tulip button.  Cast & painted plaster with a 
metal loop shank, c. 1940’s, NBS large (1  1/2” W)

Object Buttons $20.00 6:30PM

130 Vintage Weeber basket of food button.  Marion Weeber designs were 
marketed by the B. Blumenthal Button Co. in the 1940 - 50’s, tooled & tinted 
celluloid with cord stems, NBS large (1  1/2” W x 1  3/16” H) 

Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

131 Vintage Bakelite pumpkin gourd button.  Carved & painted butterscotch 
Bakelite, c.1920’s & 30’s, NBS large (1  1/2” H)   

Bakelite Buttons $35.00 6:30PM

132 Carved realistic Buddha button.  Carved, incised and painted vegetable 
ivory button, carved in the Netsuke style carving on all sides, Asian 
signature under his feet, NBS large (1  5/8” H)

People Buttons $20.00 6:30PM

133 Carved wood cranes flying over ocean button.  Asian intricately carved 
button of two cranes flying over a stormy sea, boxwood ?, Asian signature, 
NBS large (1  9/16”) 

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

134 Carved boxwood Foo dog button.  A fierce Asian foo dog, carved in a 
Netsuke style (on all sides) boxwood with glass eyes, Asian signature 
underneath, NBS large (1  1/4” paws to tail)

Animal Buttons $20.00 6:30PM

135 Carved boxwood sheep button.  Carved in a Netsuke style (on all sides) 
boxwood with glass eyes, Asian signature on back right leg, NBS medium (1  
3/16” tail to nose)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

136 Carved boxwood dog button.  Carved in a Netsuke style (on all sides) 
boxwood with glass eyes, Asian signature on back left leg, NBS medium (1” 
nose to tail)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

137 Insects fighting wood button.  Incised and painted bone set in boxwood, 
Asian button of a prating mantis fighting another insect, NBS large (1 3/8”) 

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

138 Performing seals wood button.  Incised and painted bone set in boxwood, 
Asian button of seals balancing balls on their noses, great for your circus 
card! NBS large (1 3/8”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

139 Dolphins & seals wood button.  Incised and painted bone set in boxwood, 
Asian button of seals calling out from the water while dolphins are leaping 
above them, great for your circus card! NBS large (1 3/8”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30PM
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140 Arita God of Fortune porcelain button.  Bishamonten is thought of as an 
armor-clad god of war or warriors and a punisher of evildoers, sold as part 
of a boxed set of the Seven immortals or Gods of Fortune by Toshikane Art 
Porcelain in Tokyo, c. 1060’s, Toshikane  back mark, NBS medium (7/8” H)  

Ceramic Buttons $20.00 6:00PM

141 Square Arita porcelain rooster button.  Porcelain made by Toshikane Art 
Porcelain in Tokyo, c. 1060’s, Toshikane back mark, NBS medium (13/16”)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

142 Brooks butterfly button.  Hand painted casein by Edith & Alan Brooks of 
England, c. 1960’s, NBS small (9/16”)

Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$20.00 6:00PM

143 Two Burwood/Syrocco buttons.  A sailboat painted red and a bird on a 
branch painted tan, painted & processed oval wood button made by the 
Burwood company of Michigan, c. 1950’s, NBS large (2”)

Wood Buttons $20.00 6:00PM

144 Set of 4 Satsuma peony buttons.  Japanese ceramic Satsuma buttons of a 
peony plants with a bud, c. 1950’s, NBS small (1/2”)

Ceramic Buttons $20.00 6:00PM

145 Three Vintage Junque Deco buttons.  Junque Deco Buttons (1990s) are a 
Crown Originals Brand that was manufactured by St. Luis Trimming, Inc. 
These are transparent polyester resin that was pour over to suspended a 
variety of objects like charms, glass beads and flat back rhinestones, 
springs, seahorses, keys, coins and even buttons inside. NBS medium (1  
1/8”)

Object Buttons $20.00 6:00PM

146 Set of 12 Zodiac buttons.  All 12 astrological Zodiac images & symbols, 
paper under plastic set in yellow metal, NBS small (1/2”)

Astronomical 
Buttons

$20.00 6:00PM

147 Spider waiting on her web button.  French stamped white metal, c. 1930 - 
50’s, great detail, NBS large (1  11/16”)  

Animal Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

148 Glass dragonfly + another button.  Modern Czech. molded clear glass with 
gold luster dragonfly button made from old molds, NBS large (1  9/16”) 
Vintage plastic rectangle set in copper, NBS medium (1  1/8”)

Glass buttons $20.00 5:30PM

149 Kitty & sparrow button.  BBB p. 287 #3, “A day in the life of a sparrow” 
inspired by a Victorian illustration, pierced pewter design over a darkened 
pebble-textured background, NBS large (1  7/16”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

150 Gibson girl on Catalin button.  BBB p. 519 #7, stamped white metal over 
black Catalin plastic, NBS large (1  11/16”)

People Buttons $20.00 5:30PM

151 Two pretty women buttons.  Fanny Davenport with parasol & apple, 
stamped & tinted brass over a darkened background, BBB p. 385 #22, NBS 
large (13/16”). Head of a young girls, similar to: BBB p. 537 #9, stamped 
brass, NBS large (1  9/16”)

People Buttons $20.00 5:30PM

152 Little Bo Peep Kate Greenaway button.  Inspired by a character in Kate 
Greenaway’s book Mother Goose, similar to BBB p. 463 #3, stamped & 
tinted brass, NBS large (1  3/8”)

Story Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

153 Two circus clown buttons.    Canio Pierrot clown head button.  Inspired by 
the Pierrot in the opera I Pagliacci by Leoncavallo, BBB p.391 #9, stamped 
& tinted brass, back marked by the Albert Parent & Co. of Paris, NBS large 
(1  7/16”). Scaramouche ("little skirmisher”) is a stock clown character of the 
16th-century comedian dell’arte (comic theatrical arts of Italian literature. 
The role combined characteristics of the Zanni (servant) and the 
Capitano (masked henchman), with some assortment of villainous traits, 
similar to: BBB p. 389 #11, NBS large (1  1/4”)

Story Buttons $20.00 5:30PM

154 Three mythological buttons.  Imp of pain, BBB p. 447 #24, stamped & tinted 
brass, NBS large (1  7/16”). Neptune, BBB p. 413 #8, stamped brass over a 
tinted background, NBS large (1  7/16”). Angel on the wall, BBB p. 435 #6, 
stamped & tinted brass, NBS medium (1  1/16”)

Mythological 
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

155 Two transportation buttons.  Early motorists, BBB p. 559 #1, stamped brass, 
NBS medium (7/8”). Sailboat, stamped brass set in white metal, NBS 
medium (1  1/8”)

Transportation 
Buttons

$20.00 5:30PM
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156 Three enamel buttons.  An early 20th c. Champlevé matte brown enamel 
with flowers & swooping leaves, NBS medium (1  1/16”). Two modern 
enamel flowers on cobalt blue, NBS medium (3/4”). 

Enamel Buttons $20.00 5:30PM

157 Four black glass buttons.  Three with pressed lacy designs, early 20th c., 
NBS large (1  1/4”). Spindle shape, black glass base with faceted clear 
glass, reverse-painted with flowers, NBS medium (13/16”) 

Black Glass 
buttons

$20.00 5:30PM

158 Set of 4 Vintage cricket cage with cobalt buttons.  White metal cricket cage 
ball buttons with cobalt OME inside, NBS medium (3/4”)   

Metal Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

159 Cupid the thinker buckle closing.  Stamped & tinted brass of this famed 
romantic God of love, (4  1/4” X 2  7/16”) 

Vintage Buckles $25.00 5:30PM

160 Harrison log cabin button.  From the William Henry Harrison campaign of 
1840, Albert’s p. 428 (PC149A, RV15) 21mm, NBS medium (13/16”)

Political Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

161 Painted birds on abalone studio button.  Hand painted birds on abalone 
shell set in silver made by Phil Linley, back marked: Sterling PHI L , NBS 
large (2  3/16”) 

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

162 A group of Satsuma flower buttons.  Six Vintage Japanese Satsuma ceramic 
on original store card, buttons - NBS small ( 5/8”) card - (2  1/4” X 3  1/4”) 

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

163 Set of 7 watch crystal buttons by Gates.  Watch crystal by Theodore J. 
Gates, signed TJG ‘72, a watch crystal is a clear glass wafer with printed 
cut-out paper, glitter and black painted pitch underneath, NBS large (1  1/4)

Glass buttons $25.00 5:30PM

164 Ten molded horn pictorial buttons.  Heads, cherubs, fluer-d-lys, crescent 
moon, belt, anchors, lion head, NBS medium & large sizes.

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

165 Set of 6 Vintage beaded buttons.  White glass beads to look like pearl 
strings attached to a fabric base, pad backs, NBS medium (1”) 

Fabric Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

166 Vintage Bakelite buckle.  Butterscotch Bakelite buckle with moveable 
tongue, (2  3/4” X  2  3/4”) 

Vintage Buckles $25.00 5:30PM

167 Set of 9 Mexican abalone & silver buttons.  Beautiful abalone shell set in 
Mexican silver, back marked: CPR Sterling 925 Mexico, NBS small (5/8”) 

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

168 Group of 6 Livery crest buttons.  Stag with tree, Demi-lion, bear with 
cadency & motto on banner - all silver-plated copper, angel wings, bird with 
peacock feathers in Ducal coronet, bird holding two objects - all gilded 
brass, NBS medium (around 1”) 

Livery Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

169 Scarce Philomel & Progne fable button.  BBB p. 377 #3, inspired by an 
illustration by Gustave Doré for the fable in LaFontaine, elaborate molded 
horn, NBS large (1  3/4”)

People Buttons $50.00 7:30PM

170 Rare Ivoroid hunter shooting game button.  A very detailed thin synthetic 
celluloid plastic resembling ivory called ivoroid with brass OME, note a few 
minor scratches on top, NBS large (1  13/16”)

People Buttons $75.00 7:30PM

171 Very scarce sailor boy on a ladder holding a star button.   19th c. button, 
brass figure riveted to a darkened metal back with a crescent moon made 
from natural material, NBS large (1  3/4”)

People Buttons $75.00 7:30PM

172 Carved pearl French Fop in a staircase scene button.  Cameo carved & 
incised pearl, NBS large (1  7/16”)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$45.00 7:30PM

173 A 19th c. shell flowers button in an unusual shape.  Pierced, incised 2-tone 
shell with gilt & silver finishes, probably French, note some paint missing, 
NBS large (1  3/4” H)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$35.00 7:30PM

174 Monogram on pearl button.  Late 18th c. - earl 19th c. mother-of-pear 
button with incised & inked monogram, usually worn by coachmen, note 
pitted back, NBS medium ( 1  3/16”)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$20.00 7:30PM

175 A 19th c. horn inlay crane button.  Engraved white metal crane & plats with 
pearl, brass & tinsel ground inlaid in natural light mottled horn, similar to: 
BBB p.173 #21, note minor scratches on horn, NBS medium (1  1/8”)  

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:30PM
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176 A rare 18th c. tri-metal button.  Gold, silver with copper inbetween, French 
back mark of goldsmiths’ cartouches, the goldsmith covered the front with 
gold & gold alloy in a finely executed design of flowers over copper with a 
silver back, berries & leaves, see p. 37-39 in Tice’s Dating Buttons book, 
NBS large (1  1/4”)

18th c. Buttons $100.00 7:30PM

177 Late 18th c. - early 19th c. jeweled button.  Beautiful pink & clear paste set 
in darkened silver, note minor chips on a few pastes, NBS large (1  1/2”)   

18th c. Buttons $50.00 7:30PM

178 Austro-Hungarian jewel button.  Gilded metal with gemstones, c. 1800’s, 
remnants of enamel design all around the top, NBE medium ( 7/8” X 1  
5/16”)

Jewel Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

179 Three Asian men buttons.  Full figures of three different Asian men or Gods, 
painted heavy metal (lead?) with loop shank, note condition of paint on two, 
NBS large (1  7/8” H)

People Buttons $20.00 7:30PM

180 Zia pottery roadrunner button.  Glazed Native American ceramic coated with 
shellac from the Zia Pueblo, early 20th c.,  note some tiny spots of paint 
missing, NBS large (1  5/16)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

181 Punchinello riding a donkey button.  Stamped & tinted brass escutcheon 
over wood, similar to image of BBB p. 311 #18, NBS large (1  5/8”) 

People Buttons $50.00 7:30PM

182 Extra large Vintage Catalin bird button.  Catalin is a brand name for a 
thermosetting polymer developed and trademarked in 1927 by the American 
Catalin Corporation of New York City, when the patent on Bakelite expired 
that year, see back as this may have started life as a closing with the shank 
in the middle, NBS large (3  5/16” tail to wing diagonally)

Bakelite Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

183 Two Gutta Percha flowers buttons.  Set in metal, Gutta Percha is derived 
from the tree, particularly from  Palaquium gutta, comes from the plant's 
name in Malay & getah translates as “latex”, Percha or perca is an older 
name for Sumatra, it is a polymer of isoprene which forms a rubber-like 
elastomer, NBS large (1  5/16”) & small (11/16”)

Plant Life Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

184 Mother/Daughter size smiling cupid buttons.  Similar to: BBB p449 #9, 
stamped brass with a tole finish, NBS large (1  5/8”) & small (3/4”)   

Mythological 
Buttons

$45.00 7:30PM

185 Mother/Daughter size Saphiret buttons.  Stamped & tinted brass with 
Saphiret glass, probably made in Gablonz, Czechoslovakia in the late 19th 
c., NBS medium (1  1/16”) & small (9/16”)

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$45.00 7:30PM

186 Art Nouveau Saphiret button.  Stamped & tinted brass with Saphiret glass, 
probably made in Gablonz, Czechoslovakia in the late 19th c. - early 20th c., 
NBS medium (1  1/16”) 

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$20.00 7:30PM

187 Diminutive size black glass with Saphiret button.  Impressed black glass 
with a faceted Saphiret glass center, very unusual! note some tiny chips on 
side & back, NBS Diminutive ( 3/8”) 

Black Glass 
buttons

$25.00 7:30PM

188 Three Saphiret glass in metal buttons.  One with paste border set in brass, 
NBS medium (13/16”). Two set in stamped brass, NBS small (7/16”)

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$25.00 7:30PM

189 Peasant silver horse & rider button.  19th c. silver button, possibly Dutch, 
pinch mark on the top of the shank, similar buttons in Jane Perry’s book: A 
Collector’s Guide to Peasant Silver Buttons, p.71, NBS Medium (3/4”)

Silver Buttons $20.00 7:30PM

190 A 19th c. Coralene glass Rose button.  Victorian white glass with tiny glass 
Coralene balls fused to the surface with gold luster border, BBB p.111 #4, 
note teeny weeny chip on edge, NBS medium (1  1/16”)

Glass buttons $45.00 7:30PM

191 A 20th c. Blue glass flower button.   Similar to: BBB p.111 #1 & 2, realistic 
flower of frosted transparent glass with blue glass fused to the back which 
makes the glass glow, usually has a rosette shank but this one has been 
replaced, NBS large (1  1/4”) 

Glass buttons $25.00 7:30PM
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192 Late 19th c. lacy glass square button.  Late 19th c. to early 20th c. molded 
clear glass painted to look like imitation fabric that glows, made in 
Czechoslovakia or Bohemia, NBS medium, BBB p. 97 #14, NBS large (1  
7/16”)

Glass buttons $45.00 7:30PM

193 Late 19th c. lacy glass button.  Late 19th c. to early 20th c. molded clear 
glass painted to look like imitation fabric that glows, made in 
Czechoslovakia or Bohemia, NBS medium, BBB p. 97 #2, note missing 
paint on back, NBS large (1  1/4”)

Glass buttons $45.00 7:30PM

194 Black glass Tingue cube shape button.   Tingue’s are constructed with a 
layer of clear colorless glass with a very thin colored glass sheet overlay on 
top. This piece is cemented to a glass base with a thin sheet of reflective 
gold foil or leaf between them. The button is faceted to improve reflection, 
note condition, NBS small (3/8”)

Black Glass 
buttons

$25.00 7:30PM

195 Chinese cinnabar Foo dog button.  Deeply carved button of red cinnabar 
which is the bright scarlet to brick-red form of mercury sulfide. It is the most 
common source ore for refining elemental mercury and is the historic source 
for the brilliant red or scarlet pigment termed vermillion and associated red 
mercury pigments, note tiny crack on right edge, NBS medium (1  3/16” ear 
to chin)

Natural Material 
Buttons

$35.00 7:30PM

196 Arita butterfly button. Japanese porcelain button from the Hizen province 
near the town of Arita, Toshikane back mark, NBS medium size (7/8”)

Ceramic Buttons $35.00 7:00PM

197 Oval ceramic ring master with dog button.  Hand painted ceramic studio 
button by Linda K. Ellison in memory of Freddie Speights, 2003, signed on 
front & back, NBS large (2  1/8” H)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

198 Set of Vintage Pavone Native American buttons.  Original Native American 
designs by Marie Christine Pavone, manufactured by U.P.F. Creations in 
Germany, 20th c., back marked, NBS small (11/16”)

Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

199 Vintage acrylic fish in fish bowl button.  Reverse-carved & painted fish & 
plants in a realistic  yellow acrylic fish bowl, reinforced shank, NBS large (1  
1/2” W)

Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

200 Vintage Couture sculptural target button.  Possibly by Scemama made for 
French couture, NBS large (2  7/16”)   

Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

201 Ceramic woodpecker button in silver.  Transfer on ceramic set in sterling 
silver by Phil Linley ?, back marked, NBS large (2”) 

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

202 Vintage Diamond D harp & notes button.  An Irish harp with musical notes, 
plastic with a Diamond D back mark & PAT D - 139069 , hairline crack on 
top and side, chip on back, NBS large (1  11/16) 

Object Buttons $20.00 7:00PM

203 Gunfight button by Nancy DuBois.  Hand carved & painted wood with 
leather & brass OME, made by Nancy BuBois, signed & numbered, 1998, 
NBS large (2  1/4”)

People Buttons $35.00 7:00PM

204 Moon & Sun square button.  Astronomical carved & painted wood ?, with 
the spider back mark of the maker, note chip on back edge, NBS large (3” 
corner-to-corner)

Astronomical 
Buttons

$20.00 7:00PM

205 Funky person with crazy hair button.  Carved & painted wood ?, connected 
body parts with wire, with the spider back mark of the maker on the back of 
the head, NBS large (2  5/8”)

People Buttons $20.00 7:00PM

206 Burwood Eiffel Tower & airplanes button.  A molded wood composition that 
has been painted, note missing paint, NBS large (1  7/8”)

Architectural 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

207 Vintage wood turtle button.  Carved & painted wood, possibly from the 
Czech. Republic, NBS large (1  3/4”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

208 Vintage French white metal & paste penguin button.   Stamped white metal 
with faceted pastes, c. 1930’s - 40”s, note one paste missing, NBS large (1  
11/16”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00PM
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209 Vintage French white metal Puss’n’Boots button.   Stamped white meta with 
openwork, c. 1930’s - 40”s, note worn spots, NBS large (1  7/16”)

Story Buttons $20.00 7:00PM

210 Scarce Circus elephant on a ball button.  Victorian, stamped & tinted brass 
with white metal ball, note condition, NBS large (1  1/4”)  

Animal Buttons $45.00 6:30PM

211 Scarce Little Lord Fauntleroy & his dog button.  Victorian, stamped & tinted 
brass with white metal background, BBB p. 469 #1, inspired by the novel by 
Frances Hodgson Burnett from 1886, note condition of background, NBS 
large (1  3/8”) 

Story Buttons $45.00 6:30PM

212 Scarce Buster Brown & Tige button.  Stamped & tinted brass with 
openwork,  BBB p.461 #11, inspired by the comic book characters created 
by Richard Felton Outcault from 1902, NBS large (1  5/8”)

Story Buttons $45.00 6:30PM

213 Vintage set of 7 days of the week children buttons.  Gilded copper scalloped 
buttons of Monday - Sunday child’s sayings, NBS medium (7/8”)  

Story Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

214 Three Siamese pot duang silver buttons.  Made from old Siamese currency 
pieces, pot duang means it resembles a beetle with it’s legs tucked 
underneath, also these are called bullet money, c.1400 - 19th c.,  in Jane 
Perry’s book: A Collector’s Guide to Peasant Silver Buttons, p.43, NBS small 
(3/4” to 5.8”)

Silver Buttons $45.00 6:30PM

215 Garfield and Arthur campaign button.  Albert’s PC 326A RV10 on p. 444, 
stamped brass button from the presidential campaign of 1880, NBS medium 
(13/16”) 21mm

Political Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

216 Harrison & Reform log cabin button.  Albert’s PC 138B RV35 p.426, back 
mark: R & W Robinson, from the presidential campaign of Van Buren & 
Harrison of 1840, stamped & gilded brass,  NBS medium (13/16”) 21mm

Political Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

217 Vintage key & pocket knife buttons.  Two brass buttons with mother-of-pearl 
handles, note condition of pearl on the knife, NBS medium (15/15” & 1”) 

Object Buttons $20.00 6:30PM

218 Statue of Liberty button.  Late 19th c. - early 20th c. stamped & tinted brass, 
BBB p.597 #5, note condition of side, NBS medium (1  1/16”)

Architectural 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

219 Scarce Cupid stringing his bow button.  Stamped & tinted brass, Victorian, 
not in BBB, note condition, NBS large (1  5/16”)

Mythological 
Buttons

$45.00 6:30PM

220 Victorian steel-cup man bowling button.  Man bowling with faceted cut-steel 
“bowls” by a fence & tree, stamped brass set in a steel cup, BBB p.489, 
note condition, NBS large (1  1/4”)

People Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

221 Discovery of Moses  button.  Moses in the bullrushes with Miriam & 
Pharaoh’s daughter watching nearby, BBB p.569 #3, stamped & tinted brass 
set in a steel cup, note condition, NBS large (1  7/16”)

Story Buttons $20.00 6:30PM

222 Two beautiful Saphiret buttons.  Stamped & tinted brass with Saphiret glass 
and paste borders, probably made in Gablonz, Czechoslovakia in the late 
19th c., NBS medium (3/4”) & small (1/2”)

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$35.00 6:30PM

223 Art Nouveau Saphiret button.  Stamped & tinted brass with Saphiret glass, 
probably made in Gablonz, Czechoslovakia in the late 19th c. - early 20th c., 
note condition, NBS medium (13/16”)

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

224 Faceted Saphiret glass button.  Faceted Saphiret glass “pastes” claw set in 
brass, probably made in Gablonz, Czechoslovakia in the late 19th c. - early 
20th c., note condition, NBS medium (1  1/8”)

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$35.00 6:30PM

225 Arita butterfly button. Japanese porcelain button from the Hizen province 
near the town of Arita, Toshikane back mark, NBS medium size (7/8”)

Ceramic Buttons $35.00 6:30PM

226 Mother/Daughter 18th c. passementerie buttons.  French silver bullion 
thread over red & green foil, spider mounted on the picture of the jacket that 
these came from, note condition, NBS large 1  3/16”) & small (5/8”)

Fabric Buttons $35.00 6:00PM

227 Card of 3 molded horn train buttons.  Three different train images pressed in 
“molded” horn with a satin finish, back mark: T. Cox Patent, note condition, 
buttons - NBS medium (1  1/8”) card - (9  7/8” X 7  1/8”)

Transportation 
Buttons

$25.00 6:00PM
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228 Rare Widow Jones Boston early gilt button.  Stamped & gilded brass on 
card with information about her, note some gilt worn down, button - NBS 
small (1/2”) card - (9” X 12”)

People Buttons $45.00 6:00PM

229 Two Cold Water Army buttons.  Stamped & gilded brass on card with 
information about The Temperance Movement, note condition of one, 
buttons - NBS small (9/16”) card - (9” X 12”)

Political Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

230 National Recovery Administration wood button.  Carved & tinted wood with 
NRA back mark on a card with information, note paint some missing, button 
- NBS medium (1  1/8”) card - (9” X 1”)

Political Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

231 Card of 3 oversized 2”+ buttons.  Silver tinted celluloid, 2-hole abalone, 
tinted casein flower, buttons - NBS large (2 7/16” to 3”) card - (9” X 12”)

Natural Material 
Buttons

$45.00 5:30PM

232 Card of Winnie The Pooh buttons.  Five Danforth pewter realistic, NBS small 
& medium (11/16” H to 15/16” H). Three Russian lacquer, NBS large (1  1/4” 
to 1  1/2”) card - (9” X 12”)

Story Buttons $35.00 5:30PM

233 Card of 11 painted eye glass buttons.  Made from old eye glasses that were 
reverse-painted around paper by Mrs. Harold (Lottie) Huber of Bethlehem, 
PA, c.1974, one is missing a shank, NBS large sizes.

Glass buttons $25.00 5:30PM

234 Card of 35 vegetable ivory buttons.  Including a spaniel, laser engraved 
head, King Lohengrin, large plant life and others, NBS small to large sizes.

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

235 Card of 42 china buttons.  Including Blainpain Paris painted, TWISS, 
calicoes, stencils and others, NBS small to medium sizes.

Ceramic Buttons $20.00 5:30PM

236 Card of 15 Gay’90’s & other jewel buttons.  Including a beautiful saphiret in 
white metal on top center,  a Gay’90’s in the center of card plus Vintage 
jeweled buttons, NBS large sizes.

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$45.00 5:30PM

237 The White House button.  Made by Mrs. Wilbur Workman, stamped brass, 
back mark: the large W stands for Workman, W.E.J. are the first three initials 
of her children, 1956 is the date made, information/history sheet included, 
NBS large (1  7/8”)

Architectural 
Buttons

$25.00 6:00PM

238 Design under glass button of leaves.   Reverse-painted glass set in metal 
with what appears to be abalone in the background, note condition, NBS 
medium (1  1/8”)

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$20.00 6:00PM

239 An 18th c. Tombac button of patterns.  Engraved & chased patterns. 
Tombac is a brass alloy with zinc and a high copper content. Tin, lead or 
arsenic may have been added for coloration. NBS large (1  3/8”)

18th c. Buttons $35.00 6:00PM

240 Vintage Bakelite star with compass button.  Butterscotch Bakelite with a 
metal compass at the center (compass arms do not move any more), NBS 
large (1  13/16”)

Bakelite Buttons $35.00 6:00PM

241 Oval lavender jewel button.  Open worked white metal with claw-set glass 
jewel, glass has some fine scratches, NBS large (1  7/8” H)

Jewel Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

242 Two Golden Age gilt floral buttons.  Golden Are refers to a period in the 
1830’s - 40’s, these have maker’s marks & quality marks on back, stamped 
& gilded brass, note gilt is missing on one, NBS medium (7/8”)

Metal Buttons $20.00 6:00PM

243 Two Colonial pin-shank pearl buttons.  Late 18th c. - 1840’s, thick carved 
ocean pearl  with a brass pin-shank, see BBB p. 238 for similar, note 
condition, NBS medium (1”)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$20.00 6:00PM

244 Jacksonian bird’s nest with eggs button.  c. 1825 - 1840, gilded brass 
waistcoat button with a separate rim added to the one-piece body, inspired 
by and made during Andrew Jackson’s presidency, BBB p.215 #4, note 
condition, NBS small (1/2”)

Metal Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

245 Palaemon riding a dolphin button.  Inspired by the myth of Ino (Leucothea) & 
her son Melicertes (Palaemon) who were saved by the sea Gods & later 
worshiped as deities, similar to the button in BBB p.415 #6, note condition 
of back edge, NBS large (1  7/16”)

Mythological 
Buttons

$20.00 6:00PM
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246 Div. I Ivoroid Flora & the hind button.  Inspired by the story of the enchanted 
hind who became a princess at night time, thin stamped & tinted celluloid 
set in white metal, NBS large , similar to BBB p. 479 #11, NBS large (1  
5/16”)

Story Buttons $20.00 6:00PM

247 Gay’90’s type jewel button.  Faceted square green glass set in stamped & 
tinted brass of a filigree design with ribbed border, note marks in glass & 
back edge, NBS large (1  1/2”)

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$20.00 6:00PM

248 Rainbow & NY state button by Burgess.  Watch crystal button made by 
Shirley Burgess (Signed) for the NY State Button Society, NBS large (1  
7/16”)

Astronomical 
Buttons

$20.00 6:00PM

249 Group of 5 Div. I inlay buttons.  One trinket box, four overlays on a cream 
base with pearl & dark blue horn, note condition of pearl, NBS small & 
medium sizes.  

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 6:00PM

250 Two Boulton court steel with openwork buttons.    Faceted cut-steel on steel 
made by the manufacturer Matthew Bolton of Birmingham England in the 
mid to late 18th c., note condition, NBS medium (1  1/8”)

18th c. Buttons $35.00 6:00PM

251 Five 19th c. cut-steel on brass buttons.  Faceted cut-steel with openwork 
mounted on brass backs with some cut to match the openwork, note 
condition, NBS medium sizes (3/4” to 1  1/8”)

Metal Buttons $20.00 6:00PM

252 Three Vintage sculpted plastic buttons.   These plastic buttons were 
sculpted with a hot tool, possibly made for French couture, NBS large sizes 
(1  5/16” to 1  9/16”)

Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$20.00 6:00PM

253 Six Vintage Bakelite with metal buttons.  Red, mottled brown & brown 
Bakelite with white metal or brass OME (Other Material Embellishment), NBS 
medium & large sizes (1  1/8” to 1  3/8”)

Bakelite Buttons $20.00 6:00PM

254 Group of 15 Dutch Imports realistic casein buttons.  Hand painted casein 
plastic, Milk plastic, or casein plastic was very common from about 1900 to 
WW2 and was called Galalith, Erinoid, Lactoid or other names. Each casein 
molecule is a monomer and a chain of casein monomers is a polymer. The 
polymer can be scooped up and molded, which is why plastic made from 
milk is called casein plastic. note some paint missing, NBS small sizes.

Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$25.00 6:00PM

255 Group of 22 cartoon buttons.  Paddington Bear, Daffy Duck, Bugs Bunny, 
Beatrix Potter, Charlie Brown & Raggedy Ann & Andy, made from plastics 
and painted metal, NBS small & medium sizes.

Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$20.00 6:00PM

256 Three 18th c. woodbacks with imitation fabric buttons.  Repoussé  is a 
method of decorating metals in which parts of the design are raised in relief 
from the back or the inside of the article by means of hammers and 
punches; definition and detail can then be added from the front by chasing 
or engraving. These have wood backs with cat gut shanks, note condition, 
NBS medium (3/4”)

18th c. Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

257 Group of 8 Vintage Bakelite buttons in shapes.  Red, green and dark reds, 
octagonal, modified square and other shapes, NBS large sizes (1  3/8” to 1  
1/2”)  

Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$20.00 6:00PM

258 Box of 28 Victorian crochet fabric buttons.  Hand crochet buttons in great 
condition, NBS small & medium sizes (5/8” to 7/8”)

Fabric Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

259 Card of 11 synthetic polymer snap-together buttons.  Imitation pearl in faux 
metal, including a peacock, heart horseshoe etc…, NBS small to large sizes.

Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$20.00 6:00PM

260 Card of 52 Weeber era celluloid realistic buttons.  Including cucumbers, 
plant life, seed packet & others, housed in a frame for protection with no 
glass (needs repair), note some buttons have pieces missing, NBS small to 
large sizes, frame 9”X 12”.  

Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$45.00 6:00PM

261 Two cards of celluloid sports & stripes buttons.  Seven sports including golf, 
tennis football & others. Thirteen celluloids with stripes including tight tops, 
wafers & others, NBS small to large sizes.

Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$20.00 6:00PM
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262 Card of 27 red celluloid buttons.  Including a strawberry, 8-hole sew-
through, shapes and assorted techniques, note condition of some, NBS 
small to large sizes.

Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$20.00 6:00PM

263 Two cards of 36 buttons in pairs of two sizes.  Including plastics & metals, 
pictorials & designs, NBS small to large sizes.

Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$20.00 6:00PM

264 Two cards of 36 buttons in pairs of two sizes.  Including plastics, glass & 
metals, pictorials & designs, NBS small to large sizes.

Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$20.00 6:00PM

265 Gum ball card of 36 ball buttons.  Assorted materials of glass, beads, wood, 
ceramic, brass chain & metals, NBS small & medium sizes.

Glass buttons $25.00 6:00PM

266 Card of 25 star buttons.  Stars with different numbers of points in assorted 
materials, NBS small to large sizes.

Astronomical 
Buttons

$20.00 6:00PM

267 Card of 18 flower buttons.  Assorted flower types & materials including 
Satsuma, pierced enamel, fabric, acrylic etc…, NBS small to large sizes.

Plant Life Buttons $20.00 6:00PM

268 Card of 25 horse & horse and rider buttons.  Assorted materials including 
Lib Welshon’s decoupage, wood, fabric, celluloid, metals etc…, NBS small 
to large sizes.

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

269 Card of 42 pearl buttons with metal mirrors.  Including mother-of-pearl, 
smokey pearl, abalone & others, note condition, NBS small & medium sizes.

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$20.00 6:00PM

270 Card of 25 black glass animal buttons.  Including deer, lizard, boars, zebra, 
dogs bugs etc…, various glass techniques, note condition, NBS small sizes.

Black Glass 
buttons

$20.00 6:00PM

271 Card of 25 fabric buttons.  Incuding a heart, people, candles, plant life etc…, 
tie fabric and other fabric techniques, NBS small to large sizes.

Fabric Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

272 Card of 20 red wood buttons.  Including painted or stained, hats, bottle, 
drum, couple, Art Deco, ship woman walking a dog etc…, note condition, 
NBS small to large sizes.

Wood Buttons $20.00 6:00PM

273 Card of 42 china whistle-hole buttons.   Including many different china 
whistle body types and colors, note condition, NBS small sizes. 

Ceramic Buttons $20.00 6:00PM

274 Card of 30 Vintage 2-piece cemented glass buttons.  In several colors, 
including a dog, florals & pink squares on an original store card, NBS small 
sizes.

Glass buttons $25.00 6:00PM

275 Card of 25 aurora luster glass buttons.  In assorted colors of glass, NBS 
small & medium sizes.

Glass buttons $20.00 6:00PM

276 Card of 42 light blue moon glow glass buttons.  Including a jeweled silver 
luster, gold luster, shapes etc…, NBS small sizes.

Glass buttons $20.00 6:00PM

277 Card of 42 mercury back Div. III glass buttons.  Including assorted colors 
and clear sew-throughs, note condition, NBS small & medium sizes.   

Glass buttons $20.00 6:00PM

278 Card of 24 Art Deco glass buttons.  In assorted colors including a frosted 
rectangle, white triangle 7 other shapes, NBS medium & large sizes.

Glass buttons $20.00 6:00PM

279 Card of 25 buttons with patterns.  Including weaves, over all, Greek key, 
spirals & others, assorted materials, NBS small to large sizes.

Pattern Buttons $20.00 6:00PM

280 Card of 20 Div. I Cupids & cherubs buttons.   Including as a musician, Riding 
a Robin, stamped & tinted brass, some with white metal, note condition, 
NBS small to large sizes.

Mythological 
Buttons

$20.00 6:00PM

281 Card of 10 Walt Disney button covers.  On original store cards, including 
Mickey Mouse, Daffy Duck, Minnie Mouse, Goofey and the Little Mermaid, 
note condition, NBS medium sizes.

Vintage Goodies 
Buttons

$20.00 6:00PM

282 Card of 9 Vintage store cards with buttons.  Including realistic Goofies, 
military insignias, glass pictorials and a Kansas Button Society ceramic 
OSCAR favor button, NBS small to large sizes.

Vintage Goodies 
Buttons

$25.00 6:00PM

283 Card of 8 Vintage store cards with buttons.  Friendship buttons of plastic 
realistics, NBS small to medium sizes. 

Vintage Goodies 
Buttons

$25.00 6:00PM
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284 Card of 25 oval buttons.  Assorted subjects & materials including a 
Bethlehem pearl flower, DUG angel, transfer on porcelain couple etc…, NBS 
small to large sizes.

Pictorial Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

285 Card of 20 oval buttons.  Assorted subjects & materials including a 
Jasperware woman with cherub, Battersea pewter girl, transfer on plastic 
horse etc…, NBS small to large sizes.

Pictorial Buttons $20.00 6:00PM

286 An 18th c. chased copper button.  Engraved lines & chased zig-zag pattern, 
note discoloration at top which can be polished off, NBS large (1  5/16”) 

18th c. Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

287 An 18th c. chased copper button.  Chased central turn over design with a 
heavily chased border of circles, note condition, NBS large (1  7/16”)

18th c. Buttons $35.00 5:30PM

288 An 18th c. silvered & chased copper button.  Engraved feathered design 
with a heavily chased floral border, most of the silver is still in tact!, note 
condition, NBS large (1  7/16”)

18th c. Buttons $45.00 5:30PM

289 An 18th c. chased & engraved copper button.  Chased & engraved central 
designs, note condition, NBS large (1  3/8”)

18th c. Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

290 Vintage Bakelite, brass & glass snapette. A snapette is a button like device 
with a decorative front piece which is connected to a separate metal disk or 
shape sewn to the garment. The two are often connected with a chain and 
the closure mechanisms include a snap, pin, clamp, or pendant. Imitation 
tortoise Bakelite with an escutcheon flower of stamped & tinted brass with a 
glass center, note condition, NBS large (1  11/16”)

Bakelite Buttons $20.00 5:30PM

291 Two late 19th c. & early 20th c. pearl buttons.  A 19th c. cameo carved 
woman walking in a scene with faceted cut-steel border, NBS medium (1  
1/16”). A 20th c. shell disc with a stamped brass head escutcheon pin-
shank, note condition, NBS large (1  7/16”)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

292 Frame with a pina shell bird by DuBois button.  Incised, gilded & painted 
pina shell with paste & glass OME by Nancy DuBois, made for the 75th 
anniversary of the NJ State Button Society in 2016, signed with info on 
back, button - NBS medium (1  3/16”) frame - (4” X 4”)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$35.00 5:30PM

293  Frame of Two Dancers Dressed As Shepherdesses button.  Scarce - BBB 
p.385 #10, stamped & tinted brass applied to a wood with faceted cut-
steels OME, note condition, button - NBS large (1  11/16”) frame - (4” X 4”)

Wood Buttons $45.00 5:30PM

294 Ceramic Alice in Wonderland button.  Inspired by the book written by Lewis 
Carol, this one is: “Alice Alice, Curiouser & Curiouser”, a favor made by 
Maxine Tutelo of the Keystone Button Club of OH for their 2015 state show, 
signed: M.J.T., glazed ceramic, NBS large (2  3/4”) 

Ceramic Buttons $20.00 5:30PM

295 Bird & nest with eggs oval glass button by Gaumond.  Torch worked glass 
button made by Mary Gaumond, NBS medium (1  1/8” W) 

Glass buttons $25.00 5:30PM

296 Jar with fireflies glass button by Gaumond.  Torch worked glass realistic 
button made by Mary Gaumond, NBS medium (1  1/16” H)

Glass buttons $25.00 5:30PM

297 Card of 7 glass buttons by Gaumond & Caulkin.  Torch worked glass 
including abird on a fence, scary jack-o-lantern, hot air balloon, bird & 
flowers, NBS small & medium sizes.

Glass buttons $45.00 5:30PM

298 Card of 7 flowers of the month glass buttons by Gaumond.  Torch worked 
glass button made by Mary Gaumond on her original sales card, NBS 
medium & large sizes.

Glass buttons $45.00 5:30PM

299 Card & frame 23 of watch crystal buttons.   Clear glass convex wafers with 
printed cut-out paper and black painted pitch underneath holding a metal 
shank, subjects include grapes, bird, bow & other designs, note condition, 
buttons - NBS small & medium sizes, frame - (5  5/16” x 6  7/8”)

Glass buttons $35.00 5:30PM
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300 Card of 5 Damascene buttons.  This is a Damascene Button by Mario 
Ballesteros who was one of the first Damascene artists to migrate from 
Toledo, Spain to the United States, metal iron inlaid with precious metals 
such as gold, silver etc… set in gilded metal, note condition, NBS small to 
large sizes.

Metal Buttons $45.00 5:30PM

301 Card of 19 Queen Elizabeth II buttons.  Including a Jubilee blazer button, 
fabric, white metal, plastic & one of Dianna & Charles, NBS small to large 
sizes.

People Buttons $35.00 5:30PM

302 Card of 26 butterfly & moth buttons.  Including Jasperware, Laurel Burch, 
junque Deco, glass & metal,  NBS small to large sizes.

Animal Buttons $20.00 5:30PM

303 Card of 27 bee buttons.  Including buttons by Sara Wolfe & Shirley Burgess, 
also enamel, Vintage celluloids, modern rubber & metals, NBS small to large 
sizes.

Animal Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

304 Two cards of 65 butterflies & other insect buttons.  Including a Jasperware, 
glass, wood, enamel & metals, NBS small to large sizes.

Animal Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

305 Two cards of 45 Danforth pewter buttons.  All realistic including Winnie the 
Pooh & piglet, angel, cats, dogs, dinosaurs, African & other animals, 
watering can & more, NBS medium & large sizes.

Animal Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

306 Two cards of 49 white metal buttons.  Including flowers by Wendell August 
Forge, Danforth pewter realistic, Nordic sweater buttons & others, NBS 
small & medium sizes.

Metal Buttons $20.00 5:30PM

307 Card of 12 Beatrix Potter buttons.  Transfer on white plastic, NBS medium 
sizes.

Story Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

308 Card of 20 realistic wood buttons.  Including rabbits & cats in human 
clothing, fish, toys, sailboat and others, note condition, NBS medium & large 
sizes.

Wood Buttons $20.00 5:30PM

309 Two cards of 58 Goofies & ceramic realistic buttons.  Vintage plastic 
Goofies, shrinky dink & ceramic Amish people, ceramic farm animals & 
barns, NBS small to large sizes. 

Animal Buttons $20.00 5:30PM

310 Three cards of 95 water animal buttons.  Including penguins, birds, ivoroid 
crane, fish, starfish, dolphins & frogs, NBS small to large sizes. 

Animal Buttons $20.00 5:30PM

311 Two cards of 41 elephants & other animal buttons.  Including Bakelite with 
metal, coconut, enamel, glass, plastics, black glass & others, NBS small to 
large sizes. 

Animal Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

312 Card of 16 NBS favor buttons.  National Button Society favor buttons 
including a wood burned train, ceramics, enamels, Battersea lobster with 
head shank, copper Virginia etc… , NBS medium & large sizes.

Pictorial Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

313 Card of 22 pansy buttons.  Including painted plaster, wood, laser engraved 
vegetable ivory, ceramic, enamel, cold enamel, black glass, acrylic, Victorian 
glass etc…, NBS small to large sizes. 

Plant Life Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

314 Card of 25 heart buttons.  Including cloisonné, paper in acrylic, brass, 
Victorian celluloid, composition, leather etc…, note condition, NBS small to 
large sizes. 

Pattern Buttons $20.00 5:30PM

315 Two cards of 75 heart buttons.  Including plaster, resin, Bakelite, glass, shell, 
metals etc…, NBS small to large sizes. 

Pattern Buttons $20.00 5:30PM

316 Two cards of 41 steel-cup buttons.  Including a female Fop, boy holding a 
trowel, mirror with flowers, jumping stag and many designs, NBS medium & 
large sizes.

Metal Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

317 Two cards of 75 mother/daughter & small size buttons.  Including a Native 
American, cherubs, animals & other pictorial buttons, NBS small to large 
sizes.

Pictorial Buttons $20.00 5:30PM

318 Three cards of 105 architectural buttons.  Including wood castle, bridge 
scene, cabins, castles, pagodas etc…, NBS small to large sizes.

Architectural 
Buttons

$20.00 5:30PM
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319 Two cards of 68 inlay buttons.  Including paisleys, animals, flowers, designs 
& a watch case 8-pointed star, note condition, NBS small & medium sizes.

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

320 Three cards of 88 inlay & molded horn buttons.  Including a key, a glove, 
flowers, animals, designs etc…, NBS small to large sizes.

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

321 Five cards of 237 vegetable ivory buttons.  Including carved, pierced, with 
OME, etc…, NBS small & medium sizes.

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

322 Four cards of 117 vegetable ivory buttons.  Including carved, designs & 
painted scenes, note condition, NBS small & medium sizes.

Natural Material 
Buttons

$20.00 5:30PM

323 Three cards of 80 vegetable ivory buttons.  Including carved, designs, with 
OME, painted people etc…, NBS small to large sizes.

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

324 Three cards of 120 pearl & shell with metal buttons. Including shamrock, 
anchor, head etc…, NBS small sizes.

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

325 Three cards of 128 pearl & shell with metal buttons. Including owls, moons & 
many steel-cups, NBS small sizes.

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

326 Three cards of 64 carved pearl & shell buttons.  Including pin shank, 
patterns & designs, NBS small to large sizes.

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

327 Four cards of 100 carved pearl & shell buttons.  Including shapes, patterns 
& designs etc… & one engraved & tinted purple pentagon shape, NBS small 
to large sizes.

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

328 Two cards of 84 pearl & shell buttons.  Including one with paste OME, others 
with OME, realistic shells, star etc…, NBS small to large sizes.

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

329 Three cards of 119 pearl & shell buttons.  Including incised & gilded bird 
flying over plant life, some with OME, carved, tinted  etc…, NBS small & 
medium sizes.

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

330 Four cards of 153 pearl & shell buttons.  Including carved, tinted incised, 
with OME,  NBS small & medium sizes.

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

331 Card of 30 Victorian glass buttons.  Including ruby, blue, navy, tan & white 
glass with flowers & designs, note condition, NBS medium sizes.

Glass buttons $25.00 5:30PM

332 Two cards of 75 glass paperweight buttons.  Including a Rarig sulphide 
head, modified square, crescent moon etc…, NBS small & medium sizes.

Glass buttons $25.00 5:30PM

333 Two cards of 67 glass buttons.  Including ruby color, swirl backs, featuring a 
ruby glass bat with gold luster, note condition, NBS small sizes. 

Glass buttons $25.00 5:30PM

334 Two cards of 62 glass buttons.  Including with OME, moon glows, tear drop 
etc…, NBS small & medium sizes.

Glass buttons $25.00 5:30PM

335 Two cards of 94 blue moonglow glass buttons.  Including some with paste 
OME, gold & silver luster, NBS small & medium sizes.

Glass buttons $20.00 5:30PM

336 Two cards of 91 glass buttons.  Including pink moon glows, candy striped 
etc…, NBS small & medium sizes.

Glass buttons $20.00 5:30PM

337 Three cards of 114 painted back glass buttons.  Including clear glass as well 
as clear glass with reverse-painted designs, note condition, NBS small 
sizes. 

Glass buttons $25.00 5:30PM

338 Three cards of 124 glass buttons.  Including kaleidoscopes & 2-piece 
cemented, note condition, NBS small sizes. 

Glass buttons $25.00 5:30PM

339 Two cards of 135 diminutive & small buttons.  Including glass, horn, 
Victorian celluloid materials, note condition, NBS Diminutive & small sizes. 

Glass buttons $20.00 5:30PM

340 Two cards of 66 black glass buttons.  Including imitation fabric, with 
goldstone, swirls & striations, note condition, NBS small & medium sizes.

Black Glass 
buttons

$20.00 5:30PM

341 Three cards of 75 riveted black glass buttons.  Including shapes, with paste, 
spindle shape etc…, note: some are missing glass pieces, NBS small to 
large sizes. 

Black Glass 
buttons

$20.00 5:30PM
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342 Two cards of 81 black glass buttons.  Including enamel painted animals, 
plants, designs plus others, note condition, NBS small & medium sizes.

Black Glass 
buttons

$20.00 5:30PM

343 Two cards of 81 black glass buttons.  Including enamel painted windmill, 
animals, plants, designs plus others, note condition, NBS small & medium 
sizes.

Black Glass 
buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

344 Two cards of 68 black glass with luster buttons.  Including owls, feather, 
grapes, architecture etc…, note condition, NBS small & medium sizes.

Black Glass 
buttons

$20.00 5:30PM

345 Card of 30 black glass buttons.  Including animals, imitation sew-through 
with a bow, lusters etc…, note condition, NBS small & medium sizes.

Black Glass 
buttons

$20.00 5:30PM

346 Two cards of 62 black glass buttons.  Including animals, objects, people, 
lusters etc…, note condition, NBS small & medium sizes.

Black Glass 
buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

347 Two cards of 77 black glass with luster buttons.  Including a peacock 
feather, birds, designs etc…,  note condition, NBS small & medium sizes.

Black Glass 
buttons

$20.00 5:30PM

348 Three cards of 105 black glass buttons.  Including lacy, lusters & shapes, 
note condition, NBS small to large sizes.

Black Glass 
buttons

$20.00 5:30PM

349 Three cards of 65 black glass buttons.  Including lacy, running pig, spindle, 
square & other shapes, note condition, NBS medium & large sizes.

Black Glass 
buttons

$20.00 5:30PM

350 Three cards of 83 black glass buttons.  Including painted with enamel, 
German back marked, lacy, shapes, note condition, NBS medium & large 
sizes.

Black Glass 
buttons

$20.00 5:30PM
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